ACTION HEROES!

Will Smith played Agent J in Men in __ & a pilot in Independence Day
Clint Eastwood's iconic role: __ Harry
In the 1990s, Steven Seagal played a Navy Seal in Under __
Kurt Russell was __ Risskin in Escape From New York
Sigourney Weaver was nominated for an Oscar in her role as Ripley in __
Jean-Claude Van Damme played twins in the 1991 movie __ Impact
__ Chan is known for his martial arts and comic timing
Jet Li's first big Hollywood roll was in __ Weapon 4
The reluctant savior, Neo in The __, was played by Keanu Reeves
Charles __ was part of The Dirty Dozen and The Magnificent Seven
Harrison Ford has played two iconic characters: Indiana Jones and ___
The Great Escape actor Steve __ was known as the "King of Cool"
Vin Diesel starred in xXx, Fast & Furious, & The Chronicles of __
The Transporter and The Italian Job starred Jason __
actor Dolph Lundgren played He-Man and a Russian boxer in Rocky
Angelina Jolie and __ __ starred in Mr. and Mrs. Smith
He is probably the most influential martial artist of the 20th century
Jennifer Lawrence played survivor Katniss __ and X-Men's Mystique
Quentin Tarantino directed Uma Thurman in Pulp Fiction and __
Daniel Craig and Sean Connery have both starred as __
He is the star of Braveheart as well as the Lethal Weapon movies
Tom Cruise leads the Mission __ movies and several others
Arnold Schwarzenegger's first big movie role was as The __
Kate Beckinsale plays a vampire hunting lycans in the __ movies
___ has been played by Linda Hamilton and Lena Headey
Bruce Willis started on TV in __, then starred in the Die Hard movies
In Rocky, Sylvester Stallone ran up the __ Museum of Art steps
Shia LaBeouf started on Disney's Even Stevens and moved on to __
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